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Open Textbooks Open API Resources

GET /opentextbooks/textbooks

Endpoints

All textbooks: /opentextbooks/textbooks
Newest textbooks: /opentextbooks/textbooks/new
Reviewed textbooks: /opentextbooks/textbooks/reviewed
In development textbooks: /opentextbooks/textbooks/in_development

Formats

html
json
csv

Parameters

term (string): search term
page (integer): results are paginated (defaults to page 1)

Returns

Visible textbook records matching parameters

GET /opentextbooks/textbooks/:id

Formats

html
json
csv
marc

Parameters

None.

Returns

Textbooks
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Textbook record with provided :id

GET /opentextbooks/subjects/:id

Formats

html
json
csv

Parameters

page (integer): results are paginated (defaults to page 1)

Returns

Textbook records belonging to the provided subject

{
  "id": 496,
  "title": "Financial Strategy for Public Managers",
  "edition_statement": null,
  "volume": null,
  "copyright_year": 2016,
  "ISBN10": null,
  "ISBN13": "0000FinStrPub",
  "license": "Attribution",
  "language": "eng",
  "description": "Financial Strategy for Public Managers is a new generation textbook for financial management in the pub
  "contributors": [
    {
      "id": 4314,
      "contribution": "Author",
      "primary": true,
      "title": null,
      "first_name": "Sharon",
      "middle_name": null,
      "last_name": "Kioko",
      "location": "University of Washington",
      "background": "Sharon N. Kioko is Associate Professor at the Daniel J. Evans School of Public Policy and Governance
    },
    {
      "id": 4315,
      "contribution": "Author",
      "primary": false,
      "title": null,
      "first_name": "Justin",
      "middle_name": null,
      "last_name": "Marlowe",
      "location": "University of Washington",
      "background": "Justin Marlowe is the Endowed Professor of Public Finance and Civic Engagement at the Daniel J. Evan
    }
  ],
  "subjects": [
    {
      "id": 1,
      "name": "Accounting & Finance",
      "parent_subject_id": null,
      "call_number": null,
      "textbooks_count": 22,
      "url": "https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/subjects/accounting-finance"
    },
    {
      "id": 2,
      "name": "Business",
      "parent_subject_id": null,
      "call_number": null,
      "textbooks_count": 61,
      "url": "https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/subjects/business"
    },
    {
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      "id": 21,
      "name": "Management",
      "parent_subject_id": 2,
      "call_number": "HD30.4",
      "textbooks_count": 26,
      "url": "https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/subjects/management"
    }
  ],
  "publishers": [
    {
      "id": 536,
      "name": "Rebus Community",
      "url": "https://press.rebus.community/financialstrategy/",
      "year": null,
      "created_at": "2018-09-07T12:22:40.000-05:00",
      "updated_at": "2018-09-07T12:22:40.000-05:00"
    }
  ],
  "formats": [
    {
      "id": 912,
      "format": "Online",
      "url": "https://press.rebus.community/financialstrategy/",
      "price": {
        "cents": 0,
        "currency_iso": "USD"
      },
      "isbn": null
    },
    {
      "id": 913,
      "format": "PDF",
      "url": "https://press.rebus.community/financialstrategy/",
      "price": {
        "cents": 0,
        "currency_iso": "USD"
      },
      "isbn": null
    },
    {
      "id": 914,
      "format": "eBook (EPUB & .mobi)",
      "url": "https://press.rebus.community/financialstrategy/",
      "price": {
        "cents": 0,
        "currency_iso": "USD"
      },
      "isbn": null
    }
  ],
  "rating": "4",
  "textbook_reviews_count": 2,
  "reviews": [
    {
      "id": 1941,
      "first_name": "Diane",
      "last_name": "Verrill",
      "position": "Visiting Instructor",
      "institution_name": "University of South Florida",
      "comprehensiveness_rating": 4,
      "comprehensiveness_review": "Each chapter is impressive and comprehensive. The authors do recognize that the textbo
      "accuracy_rating": 4,
      "accuracy_review": "I did not notice any inaccuracies; however, there is no reference list anywhere in the textbook
      "relevance_rating": 5,
      "relevance_review": "The text is up-to-date but the data is a few years old but that's to be expected. The text is 
      "clarity_rating": 4,
      "clarity_review": "The text is loaded with accounting terms which are in bold but there needs to be an index. I was
      "consistency_rating": 4,
      "consistency_review": "Each chapter is unique so it’s difficult to judge whether there is consistency from one chap
      "modularity_rating": 3,
      "modularity_review": " The text is clearly divided into chapters and sections within each chapter. The chapters are
      "organization_rating": 4,
      "organization_review": "For the most part, the topics are presented in a logical, clear fashion but there were time
      "interface_rating": 4,
      "interface_review": "There do not seem to be any interface issues. The Content page has hyperlinks to the beginning
      "grammatical_rating": 5,
      "grammatical_review": "The only grammatical errors were a few orphan headings (i.e. see page 40). ",
      "cultural_rating": 5,
      "cultural_review": "The text is not culturally insensitive or offensive in any way. ",
      "overall_rating": 8,
      "overall_review": "I was looking for an undergraduate public administration textbook but this textbook is more appr
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      "created_at": "2018-03-27T19:00:00.000-05:00",
      "updated_at": "2018-09-12T13:29:18.000-05:00"
    },
    {
      "id": 3226,
      "first_name": "Wesley",
      "last_name": "Wehde",
      "position": "Assistant Professor",
      "institution_name": "East Tennessee State University",
      "comprehensiveness_rating": 4,
      "comprehensiveness_review": "As the authors note, this textbook is suitable for an introduction class on financial 
      "accuracy_rating": 5,
      "accuracy_review": "I did not notice any major factual errors in the text. ",
      "relevance_rating": 5,
      "relevance_review": "The book does a great job of using relatively current events to motivate financial strategies 
      "clarity_rating": 4,
      "clarity_review": "The test is written in a readable style. Financial strategy can be dry but the authors do a grea
      "consistency_rating": 5,
      "consistency_review": "The book uses two motivating examples, one non-profit and one governmental, throughout most 
      "modularity_rating": 5,
      "modularity_review": "Each Chapter can stand on its own as a thorough introduction to each concept. Chapter 3 stand
      "organization_rating": 5,
      "organization_review": "The topics in the text make sense in the order that they are presented in generally. The fl
      "interface_rating": 3,
      "interface_review": "Overall the book is generally well presented. As noted above, the figures are at times small a
      "grammatical_rating": 4,
      "grammatical_review": "I noticed a grammatical error on Page 1 of the Introduction quoted here, “or used a shot of 
      "cultural_rating": 5,
      "cultural_review": "The text actually does a really good job of referring a variety of issues and individuals from 
      "overall_rating": 9,
      "overall_review": "This text exceeded my expectations. It generally rivals costly budgeting and financial managemen
      "created_at": "2019-10-28T15:05:20.000-05:00",
      "updated_at": "2019-10-28T15:05:20.000-05:00"
    }
  ],
  "url": "https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/textbooks/financial-strategy-for-public-managers",
  "updated_at": "2020-01-21T12:50:28.000-06:00"
}


